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Abstract
Designing and implementing
scientific calculator tasks and
activities
Barry Kissane
Murdoch University
Western Australia

Plenary lessons:
Mr Jeff Cheong
• An idea is formed by two seemingly unrelated
objects
• Less is more
• The best ideas are formed by collaborations

A model for calculator use
• Representation
– Mathematical concepts and relationships

• Computation
– All calculations, including messy numbers

• Exploration
– Playing with ideas, investigating

• Affirmation
– Checking, hypothesising, predicting

Although officially approved for use in the Singapore secondary curriculum, including
examinations, scientific calculators are still often misunderstood as devices solely for
arithmetic computation and even at times regarded as unhelpful for students learning
mathematics. Yet the development of calculators in recent decades has been focused
on their use as educational devices, and the design of calculators has been heavily
influenced by the needs of secondary school students. In this hands-on workshop, we
will first consider the educational design of tasks and activities using technology for
various educational purposes, including the development of mathematical concepts
and important processes such as reasoning and modelling. Attention will then turn to
the design of experiences that incorporate modern calculator capabilities and their
affordances for important learning goals, as well as the implementation of these in
classrooms. Calculator tasks and activities will be shared and critiqued; in support of
this activity, participants are invited to bring at least one good example of the
educational use of calculators to discuss with other participants. CASIO fx-96SG PLUS
calculators will be made available for use by participants, but teachers are welcome to
bring to the workshop the scientific calculator that their students generally use, should
they prefer.

Keynote lessons:
Prof Choy Ban Heng
• Design of tasks
• Orchestrating activity through tasks
• Perceive affordances of tasks

A model
• Further details on the thinking behind this
model are available in:
ØKissane, Barry & Kemp, Marian (2014) A model for
the educational role of calculators. In: 19th Asian
Technology Conference in Mathematics, 26-30
November 2014, Yogyakarta, Indonesia.
ØGoogle ATCM for proceedings (SeNdiMat II]

• Paper is downloadable from
http://researchrepository.murdoch.edu.au/24816/
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AMT Paper
• A recent article of mine in
The Australian
Mathematics Teacher
outlines the case for
regarding calculators as
learning tools
• Elaborates the Model too
• Handout available for you
to read later

Sample materials

Available for free download from:
http://edu.casio.com

Conference questions
• What are some general or specific design principles
to consider when developing classroom tasks and
activities?
• What are some examples of classroom tasks and
activities that have been successfully implemented?
• What are the characteristics of tasks and activities
that promote mathematical thinking?
– Such as reasoning, justification, mathematical modeling

Further background
• Development of several resource books for
students and teachers
• Freely available for download from CASIO
Worldwide Education Website
– http://edu.casio.com

• Different calculator models, such as:
– Fx-991 ES PLUS
– Fx-991 EX ClassWiz
– Graphics calculators

Why calculators?
• There are many kinds of ICT these days
• Calculators are the only ones designed
expressly for school, affordable to all, available
at home and at school and approved for use in
official examinations
• They are often available at pupils’ fingertips,
but frequently neglected
• So the focus here is on using for learning what
is already available

How are calculators used now?
• “Participants are invited to bring at least one
good example of the educational use of
calculators to discuss with other participants”
• Contributions from group invited now
• General comments on typical uses
• Textbook visibility
– Do textbooks in Singapore encourage students to
use calculators?
– How do they do that?
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Instrumentation
• The complex process of turning a tool (such as
a calculator) into an instrument involves
– Familiarity with the tool
– Knowing how to use it effectively

• A concrete tool can be internalised to become
a psychological tool
• A tool can be placed in the centre of a
pedagogical task for various purposes.

Scientific calculator features
• Especially CASIO fx-96SG PLUS
• But also other approved calculators, such as
– Canon F960 SG
– HP HP 10S+
– Sharp EL W531 (etc)
– TI 30XII S

• Other calculators, not on approved list:
– Classwiz

(Trouche, Artigue et al)

Calculator affordances

Workshop task

• What does the calculator allow students to do
that otherwise is problematic?
• How might these be used to support the
learning of mathematics?

• Work together to consider various ways of
students using a scientific calculator in the
Singapore 7-10 curriculum
• Make brief notes in the Calculator affordance
table
• Be prepared to report
and discuss your
observations

– Representation
– Computation
– Exploration
– Affirmation

Geometry and Measurement
affordances

Number & Algebra affordances
•
•
•
•

Calculation
Fractions, decimals and percentages
Scientific notation
Indices

•
•
•
•

Trigonometry tables
Trigonometry measures
Rectangular and polar coordinates
Measurement errors

– Logarithms and exponentials

• Algebraic symbols
• Equation solving
• Sequences
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Statistics and Probability
affordances
•
•
•
•

Univariate statistics
Bivariate statistics
Combinatorics
Random number generation

Fractions decimals and
percentages
• Affordances
• Representation
– Mixed fractions
– Division
– Percentages

• Fractions to decimals
• Improper fractions

What next?
• Having observed calculator affordances, how
can these be used to support student
learning?
• Leaving it to chance seems optimistic
• Consciously designed tasks are needed
• Let’s consider some examples

A written calculator task
• Slightly open-ended investigation task
– First see Teacher notes

• Intended for students
– Who have not yet learned
the necessary mathematics

• Work with a partner now
– As students, not as teachers

• Adapted for the fx-96SG PLUS from
Investigating Mathematics with ClassWiz

Reflection
• The Teacher Notes are brief, but intended to
help clarify the task expectations
• Does this task appear to be productive?
– Is work of this kind by students likely to happen
without assigning a task?

• How can this task be improved?
• How can the notes be improved?

A second written task
• A written investigation task
• Intended for young students
– Who have not yet learned the necessary
mathematics of using variables

• Work with a partner now
– As students, not as teachers
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Reflection
• The Teacher Notes are brief, but intended to
help clarify the task expectations
• Does this task appear to be productive?
– Is work of this kind by students likely to happen
without assigning a task?

• How can this task be improved?
• How can the notes be improved?

More sophisticated tools
• Approved scientific calculators in Singapore
for secondary school have limited capabilities
• More sophisticated calculators offer more
learning opportunities
– E.g., graphics calculators

• Let’s look briefly at an example of an
advanced scientific calculator
– ClassWiz

Index Laws
• FACT command is the key
• Representation
– Multiplication
– Division
– Powers

• Verify mode

Investigating powers
• A small change in calculator capabilities offers
fresh opportunities for learning
• In this case, the availability of a FACT
command is the key
– Finding the prime factors of an integer result

• This command connects deeply and naturally
with powers
• Work with a partner again

Trigonometry: an oral task
• Measuring the height of a tree …
“It’s 37 m to the base of the tree.
The angle of inclination is 27o”

• How high is the tree?

Probability commands
• Ran#
– Uniform on (0,1)

• RanInt(a,b)
– Random integers on [a,b]
– E.g., RanInt(0,1) is a coin toss

• These can be used to provide some
experience of aspects of randomness
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Understanding randomness

Exercises and activities

• A recreational drug is described as “safe” 95%
of the time.
• Set calculator in Line mode
• Simulate successive uses with the calculator
command: Ran# + 0.95, followed by =. =, =, …

• Both exercises and activities needed?
• In this context, exercises have been concerned
with the mechanics of using the calculator

– A number starting with 1 is “safe”, 0 is “unsafe”
– Count each tap of =
– Stop when unsafe.

• What happens?

– In mathematical contexts
– Finding, using and interpreting commands
– Understanding syntax
– Part of the process of instrumentation

• Activities are more substantial interventions
– And so require more time

Examples of exercises
A prime purpose of exercises (with answers
provided) is to use the calculator efficiently.
Here are some examples for trigonometry:
1. Find (a) sin 36o (b) cos 2 radians
(c) tan 70 gradians
2. Convert 34.458 degrees to degrees, minutes and
seconds
3. The tangent of an angle in a right triangle is 0.6.
What is the size of the angle?

The problem
• The intention of providing keystrokes is usually
to ensure that students can successfully
navigate calculator commands without any
problems
• Instructions like this seem likely to encourage
thoughtless button-pushing
• Better to help students understand the logic
of calculator commands and operations and
become independent users?

Excessive keystrokes
• It seems wise to avoid excessive keystrokes in
written tasks for students. For example:
• To convert 34.458 degrees to degrees, minutes and
seconds as follows:

• w134.458qM=x

• Or
• To find the mean of 3.5, 6.8, 2.1 and 7.2:
• w213.5=6.8=2.
1=7.2=Cq142=

Activities
• Activities are more intensive experiences, in
which students engage with mathematical
concepts and relationships
– In an appropriate environment
– Often with a partner

• The following example is concerned with the
solution of systems of linear equations
• It assumes students already have the
necessary calculator skills
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Solving linear systems
6. The following system of equations contains coefficients (based on
physical measurements) that have been rounded correct to one decimal
place:
2.4x + 5.7y = 4.2
3.4x + 8.3y = 3.2
So, for example, the coefficient of 2.4 in the first equation represents a
number in the interval from 2.35 to 2.45.
Investigate the effects on the solution of these equations of using rounded
coefficients like those above. (For example, try 2.37 and 2.42 instead of 2.4:
how do the solutions compare?)
Comment on the practical implications of your observations.
Systems of equations like this are described as ill-conditioned.
Kissane, B. (2015) Learning Mathematics with ClassWiz. CASIO. p. 58

Another example:
How much detail?
Activity:
4. A small rocket is launched in the air from the ground. Its height after
t seconds is given by the quadratic function, h(t) = 30t – 4.9t2.
(a) Use a table of values for this function to find the maximum height reached
by the rocket and the time at which this occurs; it will be helpful to use
the table values to sketch a graph.
(b) After how many seconds does the rocket return to the ground?

Teacher guide
This activity includes some brief notes for
teachers, constrained by space:
6. This activity is intended to encourage students to appreciate the need
to think about equations, rather than mechanically solve them. Small
changes in the coefficients lead to very large changes in the solutions. If
these changes are the result of measurement errors, as suggested in the
activity, caution is needed to interpret them. If a graphing mechanism is
available, the two lines associated with the two equations can be seen to
be almost parallel.
Kissane, B. (2015) Learning Mathematics with ClassWiz. CASIO. p. 59

A more detailed version
• The material is the same,
although more advice is given
• To both students and teachers
• Giving more advice reduces
responsibility or chance for students to think
– Following instructions instead of thinking?

Teacher Notes:
4. This activity provides a context as well as mathematical explorations, and
gives substantive meaning to the idea of a maximum and a root. [Answers:
The rocket reaches a height of about 45.9 m after 3.06 seconds and returns to
the ground after 6.12 seconds.]

• Advice may be unwelcome by teachers?
– Too much reading? Too much bulk?

Kissane, B. (2015) Learning Mathematics with ClassWiz. CASIO. pp. 43-44

Reflection
• Is the longer version an improvement on the
shorter version?
• Does this task appear to be productive?
– Is work of this kind by students likely to happen
without assigning a task?

Solving problems in new ways …
• Calculators might allow students to address
some problems in new ways
• Once they have become familiar with it
• Here are four examples …

• How can this task be improved?
• How can the notes be improved?
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Exploring right triangles
• Use polar coordinates
to find the hypotenuse
and the angles of a
right triangle:
• Use rectangular
coordinates to find the
lengths of sides and
the angles of a right
triangle:

Linear and quadratic functions
• Bivariate statistics mode allows students to fit
a line Y = A + BX to two points

8.2 m

– Find the line through the points (1,-3) and (5,6)

19.4 m

• y = 5x – 3

• … or a parabola Y = A + BX + CX2 to three
points:
– Find the parabola through the points (1,2), (2,7)
and (3,16)
62o

• y = 2x2 – x + 1

Exploring radicals
• Evaluate

Continued fractions
• Evaluate
1+

1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ ...
• What do you notice? How?
• Why??
– From an idea of Alistair Lupton, Australia

Explore and Think
• EAT activities were generated by an Australian
teacher and are available to registered users in
Australia
– For a slightly different calculator than the fx-96SG
PLUS

• The format of the tasks allows for a small
activity of several pages to be printed
• Let’s look at this on screen instead:

1
1+

1
1+

1
1 + ...

• What do you notice? How?
• Why?
– From an idea of Alistair Lupton, Australia

A model for calculator use
• Representation
– Mathematical concepts and relationships

• Computation
– All calculations, including messy numbers

• Exploration
– Playing with ideas, investigating

• Affirmation
– Checking, hypothesising, predicting
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Conclusions
• A calculator can be a learning tool
– Calculators ought not be limited to computation

• Decisions are needed about the nature of the tasks
students undertake
– Without direction, students may use their calculator only
for arithmetic
– Tasks for students can be informal or formally presented
(in writing)
– Students need to learn how to use their calculator
effectively

Thanks!
http://wwwstaff.murdoch.edu.au/~kissane/

• More sophisticated calculators offer more learning
opportunities
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